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ABSTRACT. Sugarcane (Saccharum sp) is one of the most promising 
crops and researchers have sought for renewable alternative energy 
sources to reduce CO2 emission. The study of strategies, which 
allow breeders in the selection of superior genotypes for many traits 
simultaneously, is important. Therefore, the objectives of this study 
were: i) to apply path analysis to better understand the relationship 
between the lignocellulosic traits and technological quality traits with 
total recoverable sugars (TRS) and ii) to use several multivariate 
selection indexes to predict the genetic gain and to select superior 
genotypes in the sugarcane breeding. A total of 40 sugarcane genotypes 
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were evaluated in an experimental design using incomplete blocks 
with two replicates. The follow traits were evaluated: dry matter (DM), 
total soluble solids (BRIX), apparent sucrose content in the juice 
(POL), apparent sucrose content in sugarcane (POLS), fiber content 
(FIB), purity (PUR), TRS, lignin content (LC), cellulose content (CC), 
hemicellulose content (HC), and ash content (AC). These traits were 
analyzed by analysis of variance, phenotypic correlation network, 
path analysis, and selection index. The highest direct effect on TRS 
was obtained by POLS (0.337), POL (0.299), BRIX (0.227), and 
FIB (-0.146). The estimates of phenotypic correlation between these 
characters and TRS were in the same direction, which demonstrated a 
cause-and-effect relationship. The highest indirect effect was of POL 
via POLS (0.331) followed by POLS via POL (0.294). BRIX presented 
high indirect effects via POLS (0.266) and via POL (0.246). On the 
other hand, FIB presented negative indirect effects via POLS (-0.169) 
and POL (-0.103). In conclusion, path analysis and index selection are 
useful strategies to help breeders in the selection of superior genotypes 
in sugarcane.

Key words: Saccharum officinarum; Sugarcane breeding; Sugar; 
Ethanol; Statistical analysis

INTRODUCTION

Sugarcane (Saccharum sp) is one of the most promising crops, and researchers have 
sought for renewable alternative energy sources to reduce CO2 emission (Dias et al., 2013; 
Carvalho-Netto et al., 2014). Because of this, many countries have become interested in 
planting sugarcane; besides sugar and ethanol, other products such as straw and bagasse can 
be used in different ways. The bagasse is a type of lignocellulosic biomass with high energetic 
potential and can be used widely in the bioenergy production (Sims et al., 2010; Santos et al., 
2011, 2012a; Matsuoka et al., 2014).

Currently, the Brazilian sugarcane industry is self-sufficient and sustainable; this 
makes Brazil the largest producer and exporter country of sugar and ethanol (MAPA, 2016). 
The breeding contribution has been fundamental for developing varieties with high agronomic 
quality and high yield (Barbosa et al., 2012). However, the yield should improve considerably 
to supply the exportation demand of sugar and ethanol (Bertelli, 2012). In fact, it is needed 
more investment to develop studies related to sugarcane breeding and, consequently, it will be 
possible to develop varieties more competitive (Barbosa et al., 2012; Sediyama et al., 2012).

Currently, an attractive sugarcane genotype should present high juice quality and a 
good biomass yield that will be essential to produce biofuel (Mohanraj and Nair, 2014). So, 
it will be possible to increase the energy production without any increases in the sugarcane 
cultivation area (Hofsetz and Silva, 2012). To make it possible, breeders should seek for 
methodologies that allow maximizing the genetic gain in an efficient way for many traits 
simultaneously.

The use of selection index theory is a useful strategy to obtain gain for several traits 
simultaneously. Selection index allows combining multiple information obtained in the 
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experimental unit in an index by multiple regression. Thus, the selection is based on this index. 
The breeder should have knowledge about the relationship among traits to make selection 
index a suitable strategy. Thinking about it, path analysis may help breeders to identify the 
relationship among the most important traits, and consequently to guide breeders to choose the 
most suitable selection strategy that can be used in the breeding (Cruz et al., 2012). Recently, 
several types of research have been performed using selection index and path analyses in 
sugarcane (Almeida et al., 2014; Dutra Filho et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2016). However, none of 
them have evaluated the lignocellulosic biomass and technological quality traits.

Therefore, the objectives of this study were: i) to apply path analysis to better 
understand the relationship between lignocellulosic traits and technological quality traits with 
total recoverable sugars (TRS) and ii) to use several multivariate selection indexes to predict 
the genetic gain and to select superior genotypes in the sugarcane breeding.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Plant material and trait determination

A total of 40 sugarcane genotypes from the Active Germplasm Bank of the Sugarcane 
Breeding Program of the Federal University of Viçosa (PMGCA/UFV) were evaluated in an 
experimental design using incomplete blocks with two replicates. The PMGCA/UFV makes 
part of the Inter-University Network for the Development of Sugarcane Industry (RIDESA). 
The Active Germplasm Bank is composed mostly of exotic genotypes and is located at 
Fundão Farm, in the municipality of Viçosa, State of Minas Gerais (MG) (latitude 20°45'14''S, 
longitude 42°52'53''W, and 650 m in altitude).

From each genotype, 10 stalks were randomly collected by hand and without straw 
burning, at 18 months after planting. Based on the methodology described in Consecana 
(2006) estimates for dry matter (DM), total soluble solids (BRIX), apparent sucrose content 
in the juice (POL), apparent sucrose content in sugarcane (POLS), fiber content (FIB), purity 
(PUR), and TRS were determined.

The lignin content (LC) was determined using the NREL tests based on the method 
described by Templeton and Ehrman (1995), and known as Klason lignin (TAPPI, 1998). 
Cellulose (CC) and hemicellulose contents (HC) were determined by gravimetric analysis 
(Carrier et al., 2011). The ash content (AC) of the biomass was obtained by the difference 
between the weight of the ground and dried sugarcane bagasse, before and after incineration 
in a muffle furnace at 575°C for 3 h (Santos et al., 2014).

Statistical analysis

Breeding value and genetic parameters were estimated following the equation 
described below:

        y Xf Zg Wb ε= + + + (Equation 1)

where y is the vector of phenotypic value; f is the overall mean; g is the vector of the genotypic 
effects that was assigned as random; b is the vector of the environment effects that was assigned 
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as random; ε is the vector of the error. X, Z, and W are the incidence matrix for the overall 
mean, genotypic effects, and environment effects, respectively.

Genotypic correlate on between the breeding values was estimated following the 
equation described below:

where G(xy)COV  is the phenotypic covariance between the characters X and Y; 2
Gxσ̂   is the 

phenotypic variance for X; and 2
Gyσ̂   is the phenotypic variance for Y.

Phenotypic correlation network was used to graphically express the functional 
relationship between the estimates of the coefficients of phenotypic correlation between traits, 
in which the proximity between the nodes (traces) is proportional to the absolute value of 
the correlation between these nodes. The thickness of the edges was controlled by a cut-off 
value of 0.60, which means that only |rij| ≥ 0.60 has their edges highlighted. Finally, positive 
correlations were represented in green, whereas negative correlations were represented in red.

Subsequently, the diagnosis of multicollinearity of the correlation matrix X’X was 
performed, which revealed severe multicollinearity (condition number > 1000) (Montgomery 
et al., 2015). Therefore, a constant K = 0.10 was added to the diagonal of the matrix X’X that 
made a weak multicollinearity (condition number < 100); this made possible to perform path 
analysis using the correlation matrix. Path analysis was performed using TRS as a principal 
dependent variable, and it follows the equation described below:

where β1, β2, …, β11 are the estimators of the direct effect of the traits DM, BRIX, POL, POLS, 
FIB, PUR, LC, CC, HC, and AC on TRS, and pε is the residual effect.

The coefficient of determination (R2) of path analysis was obtained following the 
equation below:

Residual effect ( εp̂  ) of the path analysis was obtained by the follow equation:

Several selection strategies were evaluated aiming to predict the selection gain and 
select superior genotypes for the evaluated traits simultaneously. Direct and indirect selection, 
base index (Williams, 1962), multiplicative index (Compton and Empig, 1973), and sum of 
rank index (Mulamba and Mock, 1978) were evaluated. In this study, the only index that did 
not need the variance and covariance matrix was used due to the strong multicollinearity 
among traits. Predicted gain (SG) based on direct selection for the jth trait was estimated 
according to the equation below:

(Equation 2)
2
Gy

2
Gx

G(xy)
G

σ̂σ̂

COV
r


  

(Equation 3)ε1121 pCinβ...PolβBrixβATR   

(Equation 4)CinBrix;11ATRBriz;1 rβ̂...rβ̂²R   

(Equation 5)²R-1p̂ε   
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where DSj is the differential of selection for the jth trait estimated by the following equation:

2ˆ
j j jSG DS h= (Equation 6)

j sj ojDS X X= − (Equation 7)

where sjX  is the selected genotypes mean for the jth trait; ojX  is the general mean for the jth 
trait; 2ˆ

jh  is the broad-sense heritability for the jth trait. Indirect selection gain for the k trait, by 
the selection in the j trait, was estimated by the following equation:

( ) ( )
2
k̂k j k jSG DS h= (Equation 8)

where ( )k jDS  is the differential of selection for the k trait based on the genotypes selected for 
the j trait and was estimated by the equation described below:

( ) ( ) okk j sk jDS X X= − (Equation 9)

where ( )sk jX  is the genotype mean for the k trait, selected based on the j trait; okX  is the 
general mean for the k trait; 2

k̂h  is the broad-sense heritability for the k trait.
Base index (IB) were estimated by the equation below:

B n ijI a x=∑ (Equation 10)

where an is the economic weight for the jth trait; xij is the phenotypic value of the ith genotype 
for the jth trait. The economic weight vector was defined by 1 to make possible the comparison 
with another index.

The multiplicative index was estimated by the equation described below:

( )M ij jI x x= −∏ (Equation 11)

where xij is the phenotypic value of the ith genotype for the jth trait; jx  is the overall mean 
for the jth trait.

The sum of the rank index (ISR) was estimated following the equation below:

B ijI r=∑ (Equation 12)

where rij is the genotype classification for the jth trait.
All statistical analyses were performed using the GENES software (Cruz, 2013) and 

followed the recommended procedures proposed by Cruz et al. (2012).
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RESULTS

Estimates of genetic parameters and genotypic correlation

The mean values obtained for the 11 evaluated traits are shown in Table 1. The 
traits that characterize the sugar content of the juice, BRIX (17.48), POL (13.73), and POLS 
(10.72), were low and, consequently, the TRS content (108.92) was lesser than that desired 
for commercial sugarcane genotypes. On the other hand, the mean for FIB (16.94) was high.

DM and BRIX presented the highest estimates of broad-sense heritability (87 and 
59%, respectively; Table 1). Otherwise, the traits AC, PUR, HC, and CC presented the major 
part of the phenotypic variance explained by the residual variance ( 2ˆeσ ) and the variance among 
block ( 2ˆbσ ) and, consequently, the heritability was low for these characters.

Table 1. Estimates of genetic parameters for total soluble solids (BRIX), apparent sucrose content in the juice 
(POL), dry matter (DM), fiber content (FIB), apparent sucrose content in sugarcane (POLS), purity (PUR), total 
recoverable sugars (TRS), lignin content (LC), cellulose (CC), hemicellulose contents (HC), and ash content 
(AC) evaluated in 40 sugarcane genotypes.

Trait 2ˆ
g  2ˆb   2ˆe   2ˆ f   2ĥ   

Accuracy Mean 

BRIX 5.84 2.63 1.49 9.96 0.59 0.77 17.48 
POL 5.15 6.91 3.88 15.95 0.32 0.57 13.73 
DM 90.10 7.55 5.89 103.54 0.87 0.93 33.73 
FIB 3.55 0.01 4.01 7.57 0.47 0.68 16.94 
POLS 3.75 4.63 2.34 10.72 0.35 0.59 10.72 
PUR 5.22 58.77 106.82 170.82 0.03 0.17 77.61 
TRS 305.78 346.96 163.17 815.91 0.37 0.61 108.92 
LC 2.99 0.38 2.97 6.34 0.47 0.69 23.95 
CC 0.11 0.17 0.45 0.73 0.15 0.38 45.90 
HC 0.39 0.01 3.25 3.65 0.11 0.33 22.42 
AC 0.07 0.33 4.29 4.69 0.02 0.12 3.81 

 
2ˆ gσ : genotypic variance; 2ˆbσ : block variance; 2ˆeσ : residual variance; 2ˆ fσ : phenotypic variance; 2ĥ : broad-

sense heritability.

Phenotypic network correlation was used aiming to get knowledge about the 
relationship among the evaluated traits (Figure 1), which is the graphic representation of the 
traits according to correlation magnitudes between predicted genetic values (BLUPs). Traits 
with high correlations are closer and connected by more expressive traces, while traits with 
lower correlation are more distant and connected by thinner traces. The juice quality traits, such 
as BRIX, POL, POLS, PUR, and TRS, were smaller and more expressive when compared to 
the other traits, DM, LC, CC, HC, AC, and FIB because the phenotypic correlation among them 
was higher. Moreover, it was observed that juice quality traits presented negative phenotypic 
correlation with FIB, which is represented by red traces. Besides this, it is possible to stand out 
that there was a high negative correlation between AC and HC. Other traits are more distant 
to each other, and consequently, they are represented by thinner traces and, therefore, they 
present low correlation.

Path analysis of TRS

Path analysis was performed aiming to verify how the traits PLO, POLS, BRIX, PUR, 
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FIB, DM, LC, CC, HC, and AC influenced TRS (Table 2). Path analysis also makes possible to 
estimate the direct and indirect effects on the main dependent trait, i.e., TRS. The correlation of 
determination had a high magnitude (0.983), and the residual effect had a low magnitude (0.131). 
Results indicated that almost all TRS variation might be explained by the independent traits.

Figure 1. Phenotypic correlation network among the traits total soluble solids (BRIX), apparent sucrose content in 
the juice (POL), dry matter (DM), fiber content (FIB), apparent sucrose content in sugarcane (POLS), purity (PUR), 
total recoverable sugars (TRS), lignin content (LC), cellulose (CC), hemicellulose contents (HC), and ash content 
(AC) evaluated in 40 sugarcane genotypes.

The highest direct effects on TRS were obtained by POLS (0.337), POL (0.299), BRIX 
(0.227), and FIB (-0.146). The estimates of phenotypic correlation between these characters 
and TRS were in the same direction, which demonstrated a cause-and-effect relationship. 
Therefore, if POLS, POL, and BRIX increase, TRS increases as well, otherwise, if FIB content 
increases, TRS decreases.

Indirect effects were observed, and it contributed to making high magnitude for 
the TRS variation. The highest indirect effects were of POL via POLS (0.331) followed by 
POLS via POL (0.294). BRIX presented high indirect effects via POLS (0.266) and via POL 
(0.246). On the other hand, FIB presented negative indirect effects via POLS (-0.169) and 
POL (-0.103). Moreover, POL, BRIX, and FIB had indirect effects via POLS greater than 
their direct effects. Besides this, it was possible to stand out that PUR has influenced TRS with 
high magnitude, mainly by the indirect way via POLS (0.277) and POL (0.242). However, all 
direct and indirect effects related to lignocellulosic traits (LC, CC, HC, and AC) and DM had 
low magnitude with TRS, which were lower than the residual ( εp̂  ).
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Estimates of selection gain

Estimates of direct and indirect selection gain for 11 evaluated traits were shown 
in Table 3. The greatest direct and indirect selection gains were obtained for sugarcane 
technological quality traits (POL, POLS, TRS, PUR, DM, and BRIX). Among them, the 
highest total gain was verified from the direct selection on POL, POLS, and TRS, which the 
selection gain were 55.77, 54.33, and 54.33%, respectively.

Selection of lignocellulosic traits presented the lowest total gain and, consequently, they 
were less efficient in the direct selection seeking to obtain indirect gain for the remaining evaluated 
traits. Among the lignocellulosic traits, HC had the lowest total gain with selection (0.29%).

Table 2. Estimates of the direct (main diagonal) and indirect effects among the traits total soluble solids 
(BRIX), apparent sucrose content in the juice (POL), dry matter (DM), fiber content (FIB), apparent sucrose 
content in sugarcane (POLS), purity (PUR), total recoverable sugars (TRS), lignin content (LC), cellulose 
(CC), hemicellulose contents (HC), and ash content (AC) evaluated in 40 sugarcane genotypes.

Traits BRIX POL DM FIB POLS PUR LC CC HC AC Total 
BRIX 0.227 0.246 0.001 0.027 0.266 0.043 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.822 
POL 0.187 0.299 0.001 0.050 0.331 0.097 0.000 0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.979 
DM 0.025 0.051 0.005 -0.002 0.056 0.023 -0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.159 
FIB -0.042 -0.103 0.000 -0.146 -0.169 -0.050 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.007 -0.511 
POLS 0.179 0.294 0.001 0.073 0.337 0.099 0.000 0.001 0.000 -0.003 0.998 
PUR 0.082 0.242 0.001 0.061 0.277 0.120 0.000 0.002 0.000 -0.005 0.786 
LC 0.003 -0.009 0.002 -0.002 -0.008 -0.008 -0.001 0.003 0.000 0.001 -0.020 
CC 0.019 0.022 0.001 0.013 0.033 0.015 0.000 0.013 0.000 -0.012 0.103 
HC -0.011 -0.006 0.001 -0.053 -0.029 -0.009 0.000 -0.004 -0.001 0.012 -0.100 
AC -0.019 -0.001 0.020 0.000 0.049 0.044 0.030 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.130 
ˆ ²R  

0.983 

p̂  
0.131 

 

Table 3. Estimates of direct and indirect selection gain (%) for total soluble solids (BRIX), apparent sucrose 
content in the juice (POL), dry matter (DM), fiber content (FIB), apparent sucrose content in sugarcane (POLS), 
purity (PUR), total recoverable sugars (TRS), lignin content (LC), cellulose (CC), hemicellulose contents 
(HC), and ash content (AC) evaluated in 40 sugarcane genotypes.

Direct selection Indirect selection 
BRIX POL DM FIB POLS PUR TRS LC CC HC AC Total 

BRIX 10.04 7.03 8.88 -1.98 8.21 0.16 7.84 1.33 0.04 -0.21 0.12 41.46 
POL 8.50 9.28 17.81 -1.64 10.49 0.41 9.57 1.29 0.04 -0.12 0.14 55.77 
DM 2.35 2.45 35.65 -1.04 3.22 0.09 3.01 2.45 0.08 0.18 0.04 48.48 
FIB -0.97 -2.49 -7.81 7.61 -4.34 -0.21 -4.02 -1.40 -0.01 -0.27 0.00 -13.91 
POLS 7.91 9.20 17.91 -4.17 11.08 0.44 10.13 1.76 0.05 -0.12 0.14 54.33 
PUR 5.09 7.89 22.82 -5.21 9.96 0.48 8.95 1.27 0.03 -0.11 0.17 51.34 
TRS 7.91 9.20 17.91 -4.17 11.08 0.44 10.13 1.76 0.05 -0.12 0.14 54.33 
LC -2.13 -2.46 5.03 1.44 -3.01 -0.13 -2.73 6.04 0.06 0.17 -0.04 2.24 
CC 1.56 1.10 13.00 0.37 1.33 0.01 1.29 2.92 0.24 0.41 0.14 22.37 
HC -0.92 -0.68 0.54 3.09 -1.37 -0.01 -1.39 0.20 0.03 0.83 -0.03 0.29 
AC 4.25 0.55 -0.19 -0.36 0.53 -0.13 0.83 2.18 0.00 -0.03 -0.35 7.28 

 

Total gains estimated by the multiplicative and base index (60.41 and 56.65%, 
respectively) were greater than the total gains estimated by the sum of the rank index (51.61%) 
and also greater than the total gains estimated by direct and indirect selection (Tables 3 and 
4). Individual gains obtained by the multiplicative index were higher than individual gains 
predicted by the base index for BRIX (7.48), DM (25.91), FIB (-1.42), and LC (1.98).
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The highest estimated gains were obtained using the base index for POL, POLS, PUR, 
and TRS and also the more significant reduction in FIB (Table 4). Otherwise, the highest 
predicted gain for BRIX and LC were estimated by the sum of the rank index. The predicted 
gains for CC, HC, and AC were low (>0.2%) for all methodologies evaluated in this study.

Table 4. Estimates of the selection gain (%) using several multivariate selection indexes on 40 sugarcane genotypes.

Selection index BRIX POL DM FIB POLS PUR TRS LC CC HC AC Total 
Base 7.38 8.87 22.41 -4.57 10.82 0.44 9.89 1.13 0.07 0.05 0.16 56.65 
Multiplicative 7.48 8.27 25.91 -1.42 9.3 0.38 8.47 1.98 0.05 -0.03 0.02 60.41 
Sum of ranks 7.67 7.9 17.37 -1.69 8.92 0.34 8.18 2.65 0.13 0.13 0.01 51.61 

 BRIX - total soluble solids, POL - apparent sucrose content in the juice, DM - dry matter, FIB - fiber content, 
POLS - apparent sucrose content in sugarcane, PUR - purity, TRS - total recoverable sugars, LC - lignin content, 
CC - cellulose, HC - hemicellulose contents, and AC - ash content.

DISCUSSION

Genetic parameters, phenotypic correlation, and path analysis allowed us to identify 
useful traits to make selection in sugarcane

In the sugarcane breeding, technological quality traits are commonly used for the 
eventual disposal and selection of genotypes. These characters are usually obtained in routine 
analysis within their mills, being inexpensive and easy to measure.

The evaluated genotypes presented the low mean value of TRS and high FIB content, 
considering that the genotypes of sugarcane grown currently contain around 130 to140 kg/ton TRS 
and approximately 12% FIB. Since the evaluated germplasm bank is composed mostly of exotic 
genotypes, such results are consistent, and the germplasm bank can be considered an excellent 
collection of plants that forms a basis for the energy cane breeding (Matsuoka et al., 2014).

The magnitude of the heritability of character is very significant to obtain satisfactory 
genetic gains with the selection. In this study, DM and BRIX characters could be classified 
as having high heritability (h2 > 0.5), CC, HC, AC, and PUR presented low heritability (h2 < 
0.15), and the other characters showed moderate heritability (Resende, 2002).

Knowledge of the relationship between the characters allows the selection of the main 
variable, characterized by low heritability and measurement difficulties, being it practiced 
indirectly or based on other(s), allowing the breeder to get faster progress at a lower cost and 
hand labor. Noting the network correlations between technological traits that characterized the 
quality of the juice (BRIX, POL, POLS, TRS, PUR, and FIB) formed a group where all are 
strongly correlated.

Currently, one of the criteria for determining the economic value of sugarcane is the 
system that uses as a base the quality of the sugarcane expressed by the concentration of TRS 
(sucrose, glucose, and fructose) in the industrial process. This set of sugars is called TRS 
contained in a ton of cane and is determined based on the content of sugars, fiber, and juice 
purity (Costa et al., 2015; Micheletti et al., 2016); this makes the TRS one of the most important 
characters when the objective is to select superior genotypes of sugarcane in breeding programs.

However, estimates of genetic parameters showed that measuring the TRS can be 
difficult due to the high environmental influence and low estimates of heritability and selective 
accuracy. One way to assist the auxiliary genetic progress is to identify characters that have 
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cause and effect relationship with the TRS, besides being easier and greater selective accuracy. 
With this is mind, the path analysis was performed considering the TRS as the main variable, 
which showed that all its variation could be explained by other traits.

Among the traits evaluated, those that can assist in the indirect selection are POL, 
POLS, BRIX, and FIB, which have direct effects on the TRS and genotypic correlations in 
the same direction, and high heritability and accuracy as the main dependent variable. These 
characters had indirect effects exerted upon each other with a magnitude (in modulus) higher 
than the residual effect, indicating that selection index must be constructed to assist the genetic 
gain in the main traits of interest.

BRIX is   one of the main technological properties evaluated in sugarcane and can be 
estimated accurately on the field even before harvest. This character along with high heritability 
showed high correlations with other technological properties, confirmed by path analysis, and 
this also ensures that with the direct selection of genotypes with high BRIX content, there will 
be an indirect selection of genotypes with high sugar content and lower fiber content to be 
shipped to the next stage in a sugarcane breeding.

In addition to the technological analysis to determine the percentage of fiber, currently, 
analyses are carried out to characterize it according to the lignin, cellulose, hemicellulose, 
and ashes for better use of this biomass for bioenergy production (Santos et al., 2012a, 2014). 
However, the methodologies used to determine the chemical composition of lignocellulosic 
material are more expensive, time-consuming, and require skilled labor. In this case, the existence 
of significant correlations of these traits with the technological properties would be desirable.

Among the lignocellulosic traits, only lignin had moderate heritability and can be used 
for direct selection of genotypes with more efficient biomass for burning, as a greater proportion 
of higher total lignin will be converted to charcoal, due to its higher resistance to thermal 
degradation (Santos et al., 2012b). The other lignocellulosic characters showed heritability 
considered of low magnitude and highly influenced by environmental factors. Moreover, these 
lignocellulosic traits showed low correlation and low effect on the TRS variable in the path 
analysis, and it is, therefore, inefficient in the indirect selection of characters.

Multivariate selection index allowed us to maximize the gain selection in sugarcane

The sugarcane technological quality traits were the most efficient in the direct selection 
providing greater gains simultaneously in all traits evaluated. Among these technological 
traits, PUR and DM are not considered efficient to practice selection since the first showed 
low heritability and the second had most of its total gain explained by direct selection causing 
small indirect gains in all other characteristics.

As discussed earlier, a way to speed up the selection process and eliminate time-
consuming measurements is the selection of strongly correlated traits to the character of interest 
that are easy to measure. In this case, BRIX would be more suitable. However, it caused the 
lowest total gain and indirect gain in the TRS variable when compared to the selection of POL, 
POLS, and TRS. Thus, to obtain higher gains with the direct and indirect selection, direct 
selection of POL should be considered, since it features moderate heritability, high correlation 
with technological traits and it enabled the prediction of the higher total genetic gain and 
better indirect gains. This variable consists of the content of the sucrose broth, determined 
by saccharimetric methods (polarimeters or saccharimeters); its determination is a little more 
laborious, and its estimate depends on the BRIX estimate.
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However, the higher total genetic gains were predicted when multiplicative and base 
index were used, which allowed total gain higher when compared to a direct selection of 
any evaluated characteristic. On the other hand, these selection indexes provided reduced 
gains on some characters, which can be offset by better distribution of favorable gains in 
other characters. Pedrozo et al. (2009) verified that the multiplicative index showed a high 
efficiency in the selection of superior genotypes of sugarcane, which could increase the chance 
of success in the sugarcane breeding.

Different indexes provide different alternatives for selection and different gains, and 
the genotypes can be shown as more or less suitable for the purpose of the breeder in a quick 
and efficient fashion (Cruz et al., 2012). Another advantage of multivariate selection indexes 
used in this field is that they do not require inversion of the phenotypic covariance matrix like 
most of the selection indexes. The multicollinearity detected here is consistent because the 
high association between the characters is not a problem, and consequently, it does not affect 
in predicting genetic gains with a selection of the best genotypes.
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